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Overview
About the Release Notes
The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and
enhancements in the latest release.
What’s Included in the Release Notes
For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide:
●
●
●

A high-level description of the functionality
Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration
Tips to help you maximize the benefits

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which
will be included along with a brief description.
Your Feedback Matters
We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager.
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1. Bug Fixes
[ADM-555] - Allow specifying the production tenant ID when
executing the IMPORT via the queue API
Mambu introduced the ability to specify the production tenant ID when importing a production
database into a sandbox environment via Sandbox Queue API.

[CORE-40] - Cron FAILS when Interest is not applied due to interest
lock at the moment of repayment
Currently, when cron runs an interest calculation is triggered for the period before the repayment was
entered and the action will fail.
In V6.8, Mambu fixed this issue and at cron execution, the interest applied is not posted the due dates
which have at least one financial transaction posted after that due date.

[CORE-443] - Cancel button is not working for Balance Sheet on big
tenants
When generating the Balance Sheet report the “Cancel” button is not working properly and the system
generates the report nonetheless.
In V6.8, Mambu fixed this issue and the report generation is stopped as soon as the “Cancel” button is
pressed.

[CORE-819] - Rename the label for Loan Configuration, related to
Tolerance Period on Non-Working Days method
When configuring a loan product, there is an option of setting the “Tolerance Period Non Working
Days Method” to either include or exclude non-working days in the arrears tolerance period.
In V6.8, Mambu renamed the label into “Non-Working Days in Arrears and Penalty Calculation
Method” in order to reflect that also the Penalties calculation is included.

[DEP-342] - Error message should be returned when you try to
create a deposit account with lockedBalance and holdBalance
bigger than 0
When creating a deposit account via API with an amount bigger than o under lockedBalance and
holdBalance parameters, no error message was returned although the account was created with the
amounts set to 0. This has been corrected and Mambu will return a relevant status, such as:
{
"returnCode": 3621,
"returnStatus": "LOCKED_BALANCE_NOT_ALLOWED"
}

Sandbox release date: Tuesday, 3rd of July, 2018
Production release date: Wednesday, 4th of July, 2018
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